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Rottweiler Token Whitepaper

Disclaimer : All of the information contained in this Whitepaper and on the website
(Rottweilertoken.io) is provided solely for educational purposes and should not be
construed as financial advice in any way. Purchasing or trading
cryptocurrencies/digital assets is fraught with danger and uncertainty. Viewers of
this Whitepaper should never put more money into cryptocurrency than they can
afford to lose. Before investing in this or any other cryptocurrency project, the reader
should always do their own research first.

Learn more & get involved with Rottweiler Token :
Website :
Twitter : @RTTtoken
Telegram : OfficialRottweilertoken
Discord : OfficialRottweilertoken
Instagram : OfficialRottweilertoken
PancakeSwap :
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1. Auto Liquidity Feature
As mentioned, there is a 12% tax on each buy transaction. When a
buy occurs, 3% gets added to the liquidity on PancakeSwap
through the smart contract. When a sell occurs, 4% gets added to
the liquidity on PancakeSwap.

This liquidity then becomes locked away and inaccessible, once
again raising the price floor of Rottweiler Token each and every
time a transaction is made.

Understanding Liquidity and How It Works
In terms of cryptocurrencies, liquidity is the ability of a coin to be
easily converted into cash or other coins. Liquidity is important for
all tradable assets, including cryptocurrencies. Low liquidity levels
mean that market volatility is present, causing spikes in
cryptocurrency prices.

How Do LP (Liquidity Provider) Tokens Work?
LP tokens represent a crypto liquidity provider's share of a pool.
The crypto liquidity provider remains entirely in control of the
token. For example, if you contribute $10 USD worth of assets to a
balancer pool that has a total worth of $100 USD, you would
receive 10% of that pool's LP tokens.
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2. RFI Mechanics
Frictionless Yield Generation. As Easy As Hold & Earn.
RFI mechanics work by applying a 3% fee to each transaction and instantly
splitting that fee among all holders of the token. On the sale of the Rottweiler
Token, that fee increases to 4% of each transaction and instantly splits that fee
among all holders of the token.
So holders do not need to stake or wait for fees to be delivered. Fees are
awarded by the smart contract and are immediately reflected in the holder's
balance. The burn address is also a holder; thus, each transaction helps
deflate the supply.

Here's How RFI Works:
Rottweiler Token is an innovative smart contract that re-imagines the
concept of DeFI yield generation.
At its core, Rottweiler charges a 3% transaction fee and re-distributes that fee
to existing holders instantly and automatically at the time of each transaction.
When a Rottweiler token is sold, the smart contract charges a 4% fee and
instantly re-distributes that fee to existing Rottweiler holders.
Unique features of the smart contract allow certain addresses like the
PancakeSwap pool or exchange wallets to be blocked from earning fees.
Because of this, 100% of the fees generated go to holders of the token. The
percentage of fees you earn is calculated by the percentage of Rottweiler that
you own among all holders. This generates a much higher yield than would
otherwise be possible.
There is no team or central party that has to award the fees, nor is there an
interface to claim the fees. No action needs to be taken on your part other
than to hold the Rottweiler Token in a wallet you control.
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3. Rottweiler Deflationary Mechanics
Rottweiler Token is a deflationary token (deflation tends to refer to the
cryptocurrency's maximum supply). It simply means that they start with a
maximum circulation of 100 quadrillion tokens, and 50% of that supply is
dedicated to 3 separate burn phases, which activate based on each milestone
achieved. The burn address is also considered a holder, thus creating an
ever-increasing value of the token.
4 Advantages of Deflationary Cryptocurrencies
Deflationary cryptocurrencies present numerous benefits to holders and crypto
companies which include:
1. Avoid circulating unsold coins to the market: Deflationary cryptocurrencies
are not affected by the market volatility -- therefore, they won’t devalue in
price, and investors who took part in ICO’s will not be affected.
2. Maximizes the profit in the instance where a specific cryptocurrency is used
to share the profit that the company made. If the company holds a smaller
portion of coins, therefore earning less revenue, the company may agree to
begin buying their coin on various exchanges and hold them to boost their
earnings from the profit made by the company.
3. To increase the valuation of the coin: When a company is looking to entice
more investors to invest in their coin, they may agree to buy back the coin by
using a particular percentage of profit made and burn them to an address
with an inaccessible private key. The buyback will occur if all the coins have
been released to its blockchain, therefore, making the coin insufficient. This
will result in increased demand, thus leading to an increase in value.
4. To avoid circulating the coins created through an error made on its
issuance on the smart contract address: Several companies may decide not
to use another smart contract address to build a token of the exact kind in
order to conserve resources. For example, if a company mistakenly creates 110
million coins instead of 100 million coins, they may go on to create a new
address whose private key is inaccessible and can then burn 10 million coins
so they won’t be supplied to the economy before being distributed.

4. Whale Sniping
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Crypto whales have destroyed many promising crypto projects before they
could even get started. With Rottweiler Token, we've taken additional steps to
prevent predatory whales from manipulating the price by implementing an
Anti-Dump Lock.
Anti-Dump Lock means that all sells are restricted to less than 0.1% of the
total token supply + an additional 6% tax fee is applied to all sells.
This will allow us to reduce swing-trading and break the whales' control.
We're not interested in whales; we're only interested in the community.

Binance Smart Chain
Rottweiler Token was created on Binance Smart Chain (BSC). BSC was
developed as a means to utilize solidity-based smart contracts, with much
greater SPEED and EFFICIENCY than any other competing chains. With
decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast swaps and extremely
low fees, BSC has quickly become one of the most widely used blockchains
for decentralized finance (DeFI). BSC uses a token protocol called BEP-20.
Here’s what sets the Binance Smart Chain contract apart - and why it’s the
perfect blockchain for any type of crypto project:
● Sovereign Blockchain: Provides safety and security to all users and
developers.
● Native dual chain interoperability allows cross-chain communication
and scaling of high-performance dapps.
● EVM-compatible: Supports all existing Ethereum tools, along with
faster and cheaper transactions.
● On-Chain governance with proof of staked authority consensus, built on
21 validators. This provides decentralization and enables significant
community involvement.
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5. Charity / Donations
Rottweiler Token is incorporating blockchain into recording charitable
donations. Donors will be able to track exactly where their donations go and
when they are put into use. With blockchain's immutable structure,
donations cannot be falsified and are permanently recorded for donors.
Rottweiler Token will hold a monthly charity vote to determine which charities
out of the fifteen listed will receive that month's charity.

Here are the Top 15 Animal Charities of 2021:
1. Best Friends Animal Society
2. ASPCA
3. Animal Welfare Institute
4. Brother Wolf Animal Rescue
5. International Fund for Animal Welfare
6. Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee
7. Alley Cat Allies
8. The Marine Mammal Center
9. For the Love of Alex Inc.
10. Sale Ranch Animal Sanctuary
11. WildAid
12. Bat Conservation International
13. American Humane Society
14. Puppies Behind Bars
15. Jane Goodall Institute

Please contact us directly if you have an animal charity and would like to be
listed on Rottweiler's charity list or connect with us on Telegram. We will hold
a community vote on adding the charity to the list of receivable charities.
Charity Wallet

0x28fF93EB78dE10410f8caf7b3192E94e1FF6b66b
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6. Summary of Rottweiler Tax Distribution / Token
Distribution & Tokenomics
Initial supply: 100,000,000,000,000,000
Burn Supply: 50,000,000,000,000,000 (3 phase milestone burn)
Fee per buy transaction:
●
●
●
●

3% static rewards to all holders
3% is automatically added to PancakeSwap liquidity pool
3% is automatically added to retailers liquidity pool
3% Charity ( Community voted )

Fee per sell transaction:
●
●
●
●
●
●

4% static rewards to all holders
4% is automatically added to PancakeSwap liquidity pool
4% is automatically added to retailers liquidity pool
4% Charity ( Community voted )
1% Marketing Wallet
1% Dev Wallet
Wallet Addresses

Dev Wallet

0xB60F162C7a94bd3c5a10548A59F079eA73104a37

Marketing Wallet

0x3EfcACB6b0aA9674aC58A09278688a2666aaAC2B

Charity Wallet

0x28fF93EB78dE10410f8caf7b3192E94e1FF6b66b

●

If you would like to send donations, please send (*Only) BNB to this address:

Donation Wallet

0xf43578B5b193F0F5d7DD8c7f45fE0F9E5ce318f8
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7. Features & Products
Features of Rottweiler Token (Buy Features)
● 3 % Holders Redistribution In Rottweiler
3% of every buy is taken and redistributed to all Rottweiler holders. Simply
Hold Rottweiler tokens and receive automatic static rewards.
● 3% Liquidity Pool
3% of every transaction is transferred into liquidity for PancakeSwap. It's
automatic and helps create a price floor (stability).
● 3% Rescue Charity
3% of every transaction is transferred into a Rottweiler charity wallet for rescue
shelters for animals worldwide. The community holders will vote on which
rescue shelters will receive charity from this wallet.
● 3% Retailers Liquidity Pool
3% of every transaction is transferred into a Rottweiler retailer’s wallet for
global retailers who choose to accept Rottweiler Token as a form of payment
for goods & services. This provides stability and an incentive to retailers as well
as holders of Rottweiler Token.
Features of Rottweiler Token (Sell Features)
Sell / Tax Breakdown
Anti-Dump Lock & 18% Sell Fee
●
Sales are restricted to less than 0.1% of the total supply + an extra 6% fee is
applied to all sales.

This will allow us to reduce swing-trading and break the whales' control.
Again, we're not interested in whales; we’re interested in the community.
18% Sell Tax Fee
18% of every sell transaction is broken down as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●

4 % Redistribution In Rottweiler
4% Holders Liquidity Pool
4% Rescue Charity
4% Retailers Liquidity Pool
1% Marketing Wallet
1% Dev Wallet
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Team Lead, Community Driven
We set up the following wallets:
1. A marketing wallet (10% of supply) to ensure our capability in
supporting the marketing team, community and marketing expenses
in the upcoming months.
2. A dev wallet (10% of total supply) to ensure our capability in
supporting the developments of current and future projects for
Rottweiler Token.
3. A team wallet ( 10% of the total supply) to ensure our capability in
supporting corporate expenses including payroll of all members of the
team.
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8. Products
Rottweiler Token is in development for the following products:
1) Pet Shop - Holders will now have a place to shop for animal products,
services and merch. All holders will be able to purchase any item in the
Pet Shop and checkout with Rottweiler token. A first of its kind use
cases for Rottweiler token. Each transaction will have a 4% tax on every
transaction.
4% Pet Shop Tax Fee breakdown - 4% of every Pet Shop transaction is
broken down as follows:
●
●
●
●

1% Redistribution In Rottweiler
1% Pancakswap Liquidity Pool
1% Rescue Charity
1% Retailers Liquidity Pool

2) NFT Dog Show Marketplace - Our NFT marketplace is where you will
be able to trade and exchange for Rottweiler Collectibles!
Here you will be able to:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Create an auction
Create a collection
Place a bid or remove a bid
Create a personalized profile

Buy or place a "buy now" price
Live Birth listing - You’ll be able to create an NFT Dog from birth and watch it
grow.
A service fee of 5% will be applied to each trade, of which:

●

● 70% goes to liquidity pool
20% goes to project development
● 10% will be burned
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3) Doggy Swap (under development)
Our vision with Doggy Swap is to be dedicated to building and developing
the best decentralized ecosystem in the world. We will be issuing three
additional tokens with Doggy Swap, which we will call (Doggy Swap)
(Treat) & (Dog Food).
The goal of Doggy Swap is to provide a safe place to trade your valuable
crypto while remaining 100% decentralized. We are loyal to our holders, and
that gives us the means to grow exponentially. We will constantly scale this
ecosystem to accommodate our holders to bring ever-increasing interested
parties to the Doggy Swap platform.
Developing a swap without a budget is a unique challenge in itself, but by
tackling various genres and product lines, we will build a focused
development team from the community.
We know that with our unified force and the power of the Rottweiler
Token, we will successfully advance the swap and ecosystem as a whole so
that we can reach new and exciting heights together!

Doggy Swap will highlight our three flagship tokens in addition to Rottweiler:
Rottweiler Token : $RTT
Doggy Swap : $Doggyswap (under development)
Treat : $Treat (under development)
Dog Food : $Dogfood (under development)

4) Rotty Digital Wallet (under development)
Rotty Wallet will be a secure place to store and trade your Rottweiler tokens. Some
features include: Simplex integration, dark mode, contacts list, hold to cancel, digital
asset sorting between stable and volatile coins, and haptic feedback.
We intend to develop a personalized credit card attached to your digital wallet to be
used anywhere in the world that accepts $RTT as a form of payment or any other
type of crypto that is accepted as a form of payment.
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9. Rottweiler Token Use Cases
It was our team's intention to develop a token with many use cases. We
achieved this by integrating Rottweiler Token into the development of the Pet
Shop marketplace. However, Pet Shop is currently under further
development.
The design's intention is to give the community a true decentralized
marketplace that allows the community and holders to purchase animal pet
products and services by using Rottweiler as the form of payment at
checkout. The 4% tax applied to every transaction allows the ability for growth
and expansion. Refer to tax breakdown to learn what happens to the 4% fee
and how it's distributed.
Many of the products under development will also incorporate Rottweiler
Token for its use cases.
Stay tuned for more exciting product release dates!
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10. Road Map
Phase 1
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Core Development Token Creation
BSC smart contract launch
Website launch
Techrate audit
Whitepaper
Liquidity locked
Social accounts launched
CoinMarketCap application submitted
CoinGecko application submitted
5,000 Holders
5,000 Telegram members

Phase 2
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1st Token Burn Launched (15%)
10,000 telegram members
10,000 Holders
CoinGecko Integration
CEX Listing
CoinMarketCap Integration
Trust Wallet Integration
Metamask Wallet Integration
Dextools.io Integration
DappRadar Integration

Phase 3
●
●
●
●
●

2nd Token Burn Launched (15%)
15,000 Telegram members
15,000 Holders
Establish a partnership network with rescue shelters for animals
Launch Rottweiler Rewards Tracker App (IOS & Android)
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Phase 4
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Final Token Burn Launched ( 20%)
25,000 telegram members
25,000 Holders
Marketing Campaigns
Development of Rotty Wallet
Development of Doggy Swap
Development of NFT Dog Show
Development of Pet Store
Influencers / Brand Ambassadors
First donation to charity voted by token holders
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